
Day 3, 24 February

Go Hydrogen Business Summit - Agenda

Hydrogen is enjoying unprecedented momentum. It accounts for just 4% of final energy use today and
the production of green hydrogen is cumbersome and expensive. This does not discourage many
companies from looking into hydrogen as a cleaner energy source. What will it take to make hydrogen
viable?

9:00 | OPENING KEYNOTE. Hydrogen- a revolution in the skies?

9:20 | PANEL DISCUSSION. Chicken and egg dilemma. Enabling hydrogen economy-
regulations, supply & demand perspectives
How is the market of power generation going to change over the next 20 years to enable an easy
supply of electricity to make hydrogen and meet net-zero? How are governments going to stimulate
investment in technology development to drive down prices and what regulations will be in place?
How to build up the production and demand curves and establish a full value chain? Where are the
potential right conditions for hydrogen to take off?

10:40 | HIGHLIGHT PRESENTATION. “50 Shades” of Hydrogen- Blue, Green, Turquoise?
The ongoing debate

11:00 | Coffee break and technology learning carousel
All attendees will have a chance to meet with exhibitors in this fun, fast round-robin networking format
where each technology exhibitor will have two minutes to present their product and two minutes to
answer attendees’ questions.

11:30 | Greening the transition- Scaling up green hydrogen development
How does green hydrogen blend into/modify the traditional value chain and what are the new
business models around green hydrogen? How offshore farms are going to increase the economic
potential of green hydrogen? What technologies are on the horizon? How and when can the industry
make a transition from grey and blue hydrogen to green?

13:00 | Lunch

14:00 | The “How” of a hydrogen production- Innovation & Technology view
What are the innovations in technologies and what developments are still needed to achieve low-cost
hydrogen production? How to align the current technologies with the business plan given the fast
pace of innovation?

15:15 | Catching up with the industry- The key hydrogen projects
What is the state of play of the key hydrogen projects? What are the huge scale demonstration
projects coming into operation? How are they achieving scalability?

16:30 | Coffee break



16:45 | PANEL DISCUSSION. Looking at the other side of the value chain- The Big End
User Question
Who do we see as the long term players in the hydrogen value chain from a consumer and clients
standpoint? Where will hydrogen adoption make the most sense and who is already leading the
demand for hydrogen? Is the mobility market ready for hydrogen fuel? What are the other potential
end users' views?


